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Catalpol improves impaired neurovascular unit in ischemic
stroke rats via enhancing VEGF-PI3K/AKT and
VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 signaling
Hong-jin Wang1,2,3, Hai-feng Ran1,2,3, Yue Yin1,2,3, Xiao-gang Xu1,2,3, Bao-xiang Jiang1,2,3, Shi-qi Yu1,2,3, Yi-jin Chen1,2,3, Hui-jing Ren1,2,3,
Shan Feng1,2,3, Ji-fen Zhang1,2,3, Yi Chen1,2,3, Qiang Xue4 and Xiao-yu Xu1,2,3,5

Neurovascular unit (NVU) is organized multi-cellular and multi-component networks that are essential for brain health and brain
homeostasis maintaining. Neurovascular unit dysfunction is the central pathogenesis process of ischemic stroke. Thus integrated
protection of NVU holds great therapeutic potential for ischemic stroke. Catalpol, classified into the iridoid monosaccharide
glycoside, is the main active ingredient of the radix from traditional Chinese medicine, Rehmannia glutinosa Libosch, that exhibits
protective effects in several brain-related diseases. In the present study, we investigated whether catalpol exerted protective effects
for NVU in ischemic stroke and the underlying mechanisms. MCAO rats were administered catalpol (2.5, 5.0, 10.0 mg·kg−1·d−1, i.v.)
for 14 days. We showed that catalpol treatment dose-dependently reduced the infarction volume and significantly attenuated
neurological deficits score in MCAO rats. Furthermore, catalpol treatment significantly ameliorated impaired NVU in ischemic region
by protecting vessel-neuron-astrocyte structures and morphology, and promoting angiogenesis and neurogenesis to replenish lost
vessels and neurons. Moreover, catalpol treatment significantly increased the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) through up-regulating PI3K/AKT signaling, followed by increasing FAK and Paxillin and activating PI3K/AKT and MEK1/2/
ERK1/2 pathways. The protective mechanisms of catalpol were confirmed in an in vitro three-dimensional NVU model subjected to
oxygen-glucose deprivation. In conclusion, catalpol protects NVU in ischemic region via activation of PI3K/AKT signaling and
increased VEGF production; VEGF further enhances PI3K/AKT and MEK1/2/ERK1/2 signaling, which may trigger a partly feed-forward
loop to protect NVU from ischemic stroke.
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INTRODUCTION
Neurovascular unit (NVU), proposed at the 2001 Stroke Progress
Review Group meeting of the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke, is an organized multi-cellular and multi-
component networks that are essential for brain health and brain
homeostasis maintaining [1, 2]. This brain-localized NVU is
emerging as an important player during multiple acute brain
injuries and chronic neurological disorders, including ischemic
stroke, traumatic brain injury and Alzheimer’s disease [3]. NVU is
systematacially divided into neural and vascular components, and
represented fundamental unit of brain structure and function.
Generally, the neural component/neuron is critical for the
cognitive ability in a variety of neurodegeneration diseases as
they are susceptible to various pathological factors, such as
hypoxia and oxidative stress. The vascular component/endothelial
cells form the important multi-cellular structure, blood–brain
barrier (BBB), by interacting with neural component [4, 5] to
separate the brain from systemic blood circulation [6]. Vascular
component of NVU is sensitive to ischemia and is typically

damaged in the super acute stage of ischemia [7]. Cerebral blood
flow is rapidly decreased in ischemic region after stroke, which will
result in various pathological events, including but not limited to
oxidative stress, apoptosis, and inflammation [8–10]. Undoubtedly,
neurovascular dysfunction is a major process in the pathophysio-
logical process of ischemic stroke and various neurodegenerative
diseases. The NVU plays its dominant roles in the pathogenesis
process of ischemic stroke, with profound effects on the BBB
integrity and neurovascular coupling maintenance. Damaged NVU
can also lead to toxic compounds accumulation in the brain and
lose its barrier ability for harmful molecules outside of the brain
[11], which may result in both the onset and progression of
neurodegeneration. Therefore, no matter what the therapies
targeting the NVU, cell-based or pharmacological, may provide
remarkable strategies for disastrous hallmarks induced by
ischemic stroke. Recently, the holistic neurovascular unit as a target
in ischemic stroke therapeutic philosophy, not the neuronal or
vascular, is increasingly recognized. In order to further tap the
therapeutic potential of targeting NVU in ischemic stroke, in
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clinical or non-clinical settings, considering the entire framework
of the NVU and multiple interactions between cells are urgently
needed [12].
Catalpol is isolated from the radix of Rehmannia glutinosa

Libosch, which is classed into iridoid monosaccharide glycoside.
As the main active component of Rehmannia glutinosa Libosch,
evidence supports that catalpol exhibits potential protective
effects in several brain-related diseases [13–16]. The difficulty in
recovering from the brain-related diseases is mainly related to the
low intrinsic activity of neurons and the difficulty in axonal
regeneration. Recent report indicated that catalpol promotes
the axonal growth of cortical neurons and may improve the
microenvironment for the neurons, which is conducive to the
neurons survival and regeneration [17]. Catalpol has also been
reported to attenuate neurons apoptosis [18], and repress
oigodendrocytes death in various ischemia animal models [19].
Furthermore, our previous study has demonstrated that repeated
treatment of ischemic stroke rats with catalpol improved
neurological deficits and reduced infarction volume [20, 21].
However, whether catalpol has global protection for entire
framework of the NVU in stroke remains to be determined; also,
dissecting the its underlying mechanisms could pave the way for
exploring novel therapeutic drugs and targets toward NVU
dysfunction in ischemic stroke.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is secreted by most

types of cells, including neurons, astrocytes, and endothelial cells,
and is deemed to contribute to angiogenesis and vascular
permeability [22]. Both VEGF-binding receptors, VEGFR1 (Flt-1)
and VEGFR2 (KDR/Flk-1), are tyrosine kinases. There are much
evidences that VEGFR2 delivers key mitogenic, angiogenic and
permeability-enhancing signals of VEGF, and is the major mediator
of endothelial cells mitogenesis and survival, as well as angiogen-
esis and microvascular permeability [23, 24]. VEGF was once
considered to be the most specific growth factor in endothelial
cells, but there are increasing evidences supporting that VEGF also
exhibits neuroprotective effects [22, 25–30]. The fact that VEGF
protected NVU model from oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD)
was also reported [31]. In the super acute stage of cerebral
ischemia, VEGF is strongly induced, which not only plays its vital
roles in vascular permeability improvement and angiogenesis
promotion, but also in neuroprotection. The promotion of VEGF
production and binding to VEGFR2 recovers collateral circulation,
improves microcirculation, and strengthens neuroprotection.
Nevertheless, this feedback self-protection is lost in recovery
phase of ischemic stroke [22]. Enhancing the production of
endogenous VEGF during recovery phase may be considered as a
potential and promising therapeutic strategy for ischemic stroke.
In the present study, we aimed at investigating the potential

NVU protective effect of catalpol in ischemic stroke rats from the
aspects of vascular and neuronal protection, angiogenesis and
neurogenesis promotion. In addition, we generated an in vitro
three-dimensional NVU (3D NVU) with primary neural stem cells
(NSCs) and brain microvascular endothelial cells (BMECs) to model
ischemic stroke-induced pathological NVU by employing widely
recognized oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD) pattern, to dissect
the underlying pharmacological mechanisms of NVU protection
by catalpol.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Rats care and usage
Neonatal rats (1-day-old, 10-day-old), and male Sprague-Dawley
(SD) rats (two-month-old, 180–220 g) were all purchased from the
Experimental Animal Center (Chongqing Medical University, SCXK
(Yu) 2019-0014, Chongqing, China). The animal protocols were
approved by the Southwest University Animal Use and Care
Committee (SYXK (Yu) 2017-0003). The National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (NIH

Publication No. 8023, revised 1978) and Southwest University
animal guidelines were obeyed in all animal experiments.

Middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) models, modified
neurological severity score (mNSS), and drug administration
MCAO models. Male SD rats (180–220 g) were deeply anesthe-
tized with isoflurane and used to generate the MCAO-induced
ischemic stroke models by electrocoagulation according to
reported protocols [32, 33]. In brief, anesthetized rats were placed
into a stereotaxic frame, followed by isolating temporal muscle
from harnpan. A small hole was made by using an electric drill to
expose the middle cerebral artery (MCA). Then bipolar coagulation
forceps were used to coagulate the exposed MCA below the
intersection of MCA and inferior vena cava. The rats with exposed
but uncoagulated MCA were assigned to sham group.

mNSS. The waking rats were tested by mNSS for successful
ischemic stroke rats screening (Supplementary Table S1), as
previously reported [34–36]. All rats were tested mNSS again on
day 7 and 14 in treatment process.

Drug administration. Catalpol groups were treated with catalpol
(98.04%, HY-N0820, MedChemExpress, USA) for 14 days (i.v, 2.5,
5.0, 10.0 mg·kg−1·d−1, diluted in saline solution), and the same
volume of saline solution was given to MCAO and Sham groups.

2, 3, 5-Triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining for brain slices
On day 14, partial rats were sacrificed for TTC staining. The sliced
brain coronal sections were stained with 1% TTC (T8877,
Sigma–Aldrich, USA) at 37 °C for 20–30min and the stained
sections were transferred into 4% paraformaldehyde for fixing and
images capturing.

Generation of 3D NVU, OGD, and treatment for 3D NVU
We cultured primary NSCs and BMECs and generated 3D NVU
according to our previous report [31]. For 3D NVU generation,
primary NSCs and BMECs were co-cultured in Matrigel (356234, BD
Biosciences, USA) at a density ratio of 1:10 (final density of BMECs
and NSCs was 2.0 × 106/mL and 2.0 × 105/mL). After 7 days, the 3D
NVU was used for OGD and treatment. For OGD, 3D NVU was
incubated in anaerobic chamber (BINGDER150, Germany) filled
with a gas mixture of 5% CO2, 95% N2. Cell culture medium was
replaced with deoxygenated, glucose-free Earle’s balanced salt
solution (EBSS) containing (mg/L) 6800 NaCl, 400 KCl, 264
CaCl2·2H2O, 200 MgCl2·7H2O, 2200 NaHCO3, 140 NaH2PO4·H2O,
pH 7.2, and the 3D NVU was incubated in anaerobic chamber at
37 °C for 8 h [31]. Control 3D NVU was incubated in normal EBSS
containing 25mM glucose for 8 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2. 3D NVU was
pre-treated with catalpol (25, 50, 100 μM) or VEGF (10 ng/mL, as a
positive control, 78073, StemCell, Canada) for 16 h, SU1498 (10 μM,
HY-19326, MedChemExpress, USA), LY294002 (10 μM, HY-10108,
MedChemExpress, USA), or PD98059 (10 μM, HY-12028, Med-
ChemExpress, USA) for 2 h and then continuouly treated with
catalpol or inhibitors and placed in OGD conditions for 8 h.

Immunostaining
Immunostaining for brain slices. Part of rats was sacrificed and the
brain was removed and fixed for paraffin sections slicing, after
treatment with catalpol for 14 days. The paraffin blocks were then
cut into 5 μm sections (Leica SM2010R sliding microtome, Leica
Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL, USA), mounted on glass slides,
followed by performing deparaffinization and antigen retrieval
(heating for 30 min in Citrate-EDTA Buffer containing 10mM citric
acid (pH 6.2), 2 mM EDTA and 0.05% Tween-20) according to
previous report [21]. For immunofluorescence, the brain sections
were washed with PBS (3 × 10min) and blocked with blocking
solution (0.1% Triton X-100 and 10% serum, which was generated
from the species of the secondary antibodies) at room
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temperature for 1 h. The sections were then incubated with
primary antibody in blocking solution at 4 °C overnight. After
washing in PBS and incubating with Alexa Fluor secondary
antibodies for 2 h at room temperature, the brain sections were
finally mounted with Prolong Diamond Anti-fade mountant
(P36982, Life Technologies, USA) for image capturing. Horseradish
Peroxidase was also used in immunohistochemistry.

Immunostaining for 3D NVU. According to previous report [37]
and our modified protocol, the 3D NVU was washed with Tris
buffered saline supplemented with 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 (TBST),
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and then permeabilized in TBST
containing 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 and 4% donkey serum at room
temperature for 2–3 h. The 3D NVU was then blocked in blocking
solution (50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 0.1% Tween-20, 4% donkey serum,
1% BSA, 0.1% gelatin and 0.3 M glycine) at room temperature for
5 h with gentle rocking. The 3D NVU was washed with TBST and
incubated with primary antibodies at 4 °C overnight. After
being washed 5 times and placed in TBST at 4 °C overnight, the
3D NVU was then incubated with matched secondary antibodies
for 3–5 h at room temperature. After washing 5 times with TBST,
Prolong Glass Anti-fade mountant was added to stain 3D NVU
before image capturing. All the useful primary and secondary
antibodies can be found in Supplementary Table S2.

Western blot assay
The proteins from the infarcted brain tissues or 3D NVU were
collected with cell lysis solution for performing Western blot on
SDS-PAGE gels. Cell lysis buffer with protease/phosphatase
inhibitor cocktails (HY-K0010, HY-K0022, HY-K0023, MedChemEx-
press, USA) was used to avoid proteins degradation. All the used
antibodies were listed in Supplementary Table S2.

5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU) labeling of dividing cells in brain
and 3D NVU
EdU (ST067, Beyotime, China, i.p, 50 mg·kg−1·d−1) was used from
day 7 to day14 to label the proliferating cells in rats. 3D NVU was
incubated with medium containing 10mM EdU for 2 h (for BMECs)
or 24 h (for neurons) to label the proliferating cells in 3D NVU.
After immunostaining for brain sections or 3D NVU, EdU labeling
for S-phase cells was detected using the BeyoClick™ EdU-594 Cell
Proliferation Assay Kit (C0078, Beyotime, China).

Cytokines assay in 3D NVU
The levels of VEGF and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
in the culture medium were detected by an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (Sino Best Biological Technology,
China). A microplate ELISA reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) was
used to measure absorbance.

Measurement of transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER)
values
TEER values of 3D NVU in culture inserts (662640, Greiner,
Germany) were measured using epithelial-volt-ohm resistance
meter (ERS-2, Millipore, USA) according to the previous report [38].
TEER was measured by placing micro-electrode probes in three
different regions of NVU models. The background TEER values
were measured in the same well under the same condition with
no 3D NVU seeded. The final result was calculated as the TEER
values of different groups subtracted of the corresponding
background TEER values and then multiplied by the area of insert
membrane. The background TEER values were taken from the
same condition with no cell seeded.

Permeability measurement of 3D NVU
For sodium fluorescein assay, the 3D NVU in the inserts was
incubated with 0.5 mL culture medium containing 100 μg/mL
sodium fluorescein (F6377, Sigma, USA) for 2 h. Absorbance

of samples taken from the basolateral chamber was determined
by using plate reader. Absorbance of samples was analyzed for
evaluating the permeability of vascular network.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) measurement
CyQUANT™ LDH cytotoxicity assay kit (C20300, ThermoFisher
Scientific, USA) was used to measure LDH. After 3D NVU was
exposed to OGD, the medium containing released LDH (extra-
cellular LDH) was transferred to a 96-well plate and mixed with
reaction mixture. To measure intracellular LDH, the 3D NVU was
then lysed with lysis buffer and transferred to another 96-well
plate, followed by adding reaction mixture. Stop solution was
added into well after 30 min incubation at room temperature.
Absorbance at 490 nm and 680 nm was measured on plate reader
to calculate LDH activity. LDH activity= LDH490 nm– LDH680 nm.
LDH leakage rate (%)= extracellular LDH activity / (extracellular
LDH activity+ intracellular LDH activity) × 100%.

Image acquisition and analysis
The images of the 3D NVU and the sections from brain were
captured by using confocal microscope (NIKON, A1+ R10802, Japan)
and fluorescence microscope (Leica DFC310, Germany). Images were
analyzed by ImageJ (NIH, USA). To calculate a mean value of cell
counts/intensity, 5 images were taken from different areas of each
sample for each technical replicate and particles analysis and mean
gray value analysis in ImageJ was used. All parameters of each image
capturing, such as gain, exposure time, and contrast, were
maintained the same for each fluorescence channel. Neuron J and
Angiogenesis Analyzer plugins for ImageJ were used respectively to
calculate the axon length and vascular length.

Statistical analysis
All in vivo experiments consisted of 8 biological replicates and
in vitro experiments consisted of 3 biological replicates. All data
were analyzed by using GraphPad Prism 8 and unpaired two-
tailed t test or one-way ANOVA was used. Graphs were produced
by using GraphPad Prism 8 with bars reflecting the value range.
Data are presented as the mean ± S.D. and P value inferior to 0.05
was taken as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Catalpol protected NVU structure of ischemic stroke rats
In this study, the rats were tested with mNSS on days 0, 7, and 14
and then were sacrificed for other tests (Fig. 1a). With continuous
catalpol treatment, the neurological deficits score of rats were
significantly reduced by catalpol, in contrast to that from MCAO
group, suggesting the improved neurological function of ischemic
stroke rats (Supplementary Fig. S1a, b). Furthermore, TTC staining
of brain slices showed deep red staining from sham group but
large infarcted areas in MCA-blocked hemisphere from MCAO
group (Supplementary Fig. S1c). And as expected, compared with
that from the MCAO group, the infarction volume in the catalpol
groups was significantly decreased (Supplementary Fig. S1d),
suggesting that the catalpol has anti-ischemic stroke activity. On
day 14, ischemic necrosis, liquefaction, porous-mesh structure and
blurred cell border were observed in brain tissues surrounding the
blocking point or the cortex near the infarcted area. In contrast,
alleviated brain tissue liquefaction and reduced necrosis and
disorganized structure were observed in catalpol groups (2.5, 5,
10 mg/kg) (Fig. 1b, c).
Herein, we focused on exploring the potential protection for

global NVU by catalpol. We then observed the integral structure of
the NVU by multiple immunostaining. In the sham group, the NVU
border was clear, vessel (CD31+)-neuron (MAP-2+)-astrocyte
(GFAP+) unit near the infarcted area was ordered and had obvious
relative configuration (white). Unlike rats from sham groups, MCAO
rats exhibited disorganized unit, including disordered vascular
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Fig. 1 NVU was protected by catalpol in ischemic stroke. a Sketch of the procedure for in vivo experiments. b Brain morphology of the
ischemic stroke rats with or without catalpol treatment. The alleviated tissue liquefaction near the blocking point was observed. c Histological
morphology suggested that ischemic necrosis and mesh-like structure were reduced with catalpol treatment. d NVU structures of the
ischemic stroke rats were improved by catalpol. The rats with catalpol treatment exhibited more clearly cortical vascular morphology, more
neurons, and more close astrocytes-vessels spatial arrangement (marked with white line). Scale bar, 100 μm (c), 20 μm (d).
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structure, sparse neurons, and loose arrange position of astrocytes
relative to vessels. The NVU structure near the infarct foci from
catalpol-treated rats recovered significantly, in contrast to those in
the MCAO rats (Fig. 1d). The above results indicated that catalpol
alleviated NVU damage effectively in ischemic stroke rats.

Vascular and neuronal component damage was improved by
catalpol
To count the number of vessels and neurons and observe vessel-
astrocyte arrangement in the vicinity of infarcted area, CD31,
NeuN and GFAP was used to label vessels, neurons, and
astrocytes, respectively. Vessel and neuron density was decreased
and vessel-astrocyte configuration was disordered in the MCAO
group on day 14. When the rats were treated with catalpol for
14 days, the number of vessels and neurons was significantly
increased and vessel-astrocyte configuration was improved in
cortex near the infarcted area (Fig. 2a, b, f, g). The vascular and
neuronal morphology was then observed by using immunochem-
istry and Nissl staining. Compared with those in sham group,
vascular morphology in the vicinity of the infarcted area of MCAO
group was disordered and exhibited basement membrane
degradation (Fig. 2c). The cortical neurons were disorganized,
the number of neuron was decreased, the Nissl staining became
shallower, the Nissl bodies and nucleus were blurred, and the
axonal length was reduced near the infarcted area of the ischemic
stroke rats from the MCAO group, in contrast to that in the sham
group (Fig. 2d, e, h). Expectedly, the rats of the catalpol groups
(2.5, 5, 10 mg/kg) exhibited restored vascular structure (Fig. 2c).
Moreover, compared with that in the MCAO group, the cortical
neurons of catalpol-treated rats (2.5, 5.0, 10.0 mg/kg) were neatly
arranged, with increased neuron number, obvious Nissl bodies
and nucleus, and increased axonal length (Fig. 2d, e, h).
Collectively, all the above results demonstrated that catalpol
protected the NVU from ischemic stroke by protecting vascular
and neuronal morphology and up-regulating vessel and neuron
density.

Neurogenesis and angiogenesis was promoted by catalpol in the
brain of ischemic stroke rats
Generally, the neurogenesis in adult mammalian brain is mainly
generated in two areas: subgranular zone of hippocampal dentate
gyrus (DG-SGZ) and subventricular zone of lateral ventricle (LV-
SVZ) [39]. Therefore, we performed in vivo EdU assay to observe
whether catalpol promotes brain neurogenesis and angiogenesis
in DG-SGZ and LV-SVZ after stroke. Unlike sham group, the DCX+/
EdU+ double positive cell number was decreased significantly in
DG-SGZ and LV-SVZ of MCAO group rats. Whereas, after treatment
with catalpol for 14 days, the DCX+/EdU+ double positive cell
number was significantly up-regulated in catalpol groupthan that
in the MCAO rats (Fig. 3a, c, d). We then tested angiogenesis in
cortex of ischemic stroke rats with or without treatment with
catalpol. The results suggested that the CD31+/EdU+ double
positive cell number was decreased significantly in cortex of
MCAO group compared with that in sham group. In contrast to
those in MCAO group, the number of CD31+/EdU+ positive cells
was increased significantly when treated with catalpol (Fig. 3b, e).
All the above results indicated that catalpol promoted neurogen-
esis and angiogenesis in the brain of ischemic stroke rats, which
provides robust evidence that catalpol protected NVU against
ischemia stroke.

VEGF-PI3K/AKT and VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways were
activated by catalpol
Subsequently, we studied the mechanisms of catalpol in protect-
ing NVU from ischemic stroke. VEGF, which is secreted by
endothelial cells, has been proved that it has the prominent role
in angiogenesis and neurogenesis motivation [22]. The immunos-
taining results indicated that the production of VEGF, Paxillin,

p-AKT, and p-ERK1/2 were significantly inhibited in the MCAO
group, compared to that in the sham group. However, the VEGF,
Paxillin, p-AKT, and p-ERK1/2 were all increased significantly in the
catalpol groups (2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 mg/kg) (Fig. 4a–h), in contrast to
that in MCAO rats. We further detected VEGF-related downstream
protein expression changes under catalpol stimulation by Western
blotting. The results suggested that compared to that in the sham
group, the protein expression levels of VEGF, p-VEGFR2/VEGFR2,
PI3K, p-AKT/AKT, FAK, p-Paxillin/Paxillin, MEK1/2, and p-ERK1/2/
ERK1/2 were all reduced in the MCAO group. Nevertheless, the
expression levels of above proteins were rescued by catalpol
(Fig. 4i–m). Collectively, these results indicated that NVU protec-
tion by catalpol is dependent on the activation of VEGF-PI3K/AKT
and VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways followed by protecting
vascular and neuronal morphology and promoting neurogenesis
and angiogenesis.

In vitro NVU structure was protected by catalpol under OGD
exposure
To investigate the mechanisms of NVU protection of catalpol in
detail, next, in vitro assays were performed by employing our
previous reported 3D NVU model, which is generated by primary
BMECs and NSCs co-culture [31] (Fig. 5a, b). When 3D NVU was
exposed to OGD, the vessel-neuron-astrocyte spatial arrangement
was destroyed, compared with that in the control (CTRL) group.
The disordered NVU was restored after treatment with sustained
catalpol (25, 50, 100 μM), with the more complete vascular-like
structure, and the restored vessel-neuron-astrocyte configuration,
consistent with VEGF (as a positive control) group (Fig. 5c).
Furthermore, we noticed that oxidative stress-induced damage of
3D NVU was also alleviated by catalpol. After OGD-exposed 3D
NVU was treated with catalpol, the dead cells, the superoxide
anion levels, and the LDH leakage in 3D NVU were significantly
decreased, in contrast to that in OGD group 3D NVU (Supple-
mentary Fig. S2).

Catalpol promoted angiogenesis and neurogenesis and improved
barrier function of OGD-exposed 3D NVU
We asked whether catalpol promotes angiogenesis and neuro-
genesis in OGD-exposed 3D NVU. Unlike 3D NVU in CTRL group,
the CD31+/EdU+ double positive cell number was significantly
decreased, vascular-like structure was destroyed and vascular
length was significantly decreased of OGD-exposed 3D NVU.
However, when treated with catalpol (25, 50, 100 μM) or VEGF for
24 h, the CD31+/EdU+ double positive cell number was increased
significantly in catalpol or VEGF group (Fig. 6a, b, e, f). We then
tested neurogenesis in OGD-exposed 3D NVU after treatment with
catalpol. The results indicated that the DCX+/EdU+ double
positive cell number and the axonal length were decreased
significantly in OGD-exposed 3D NVU compared with those in
CTRL 3D NVU. However, compared with those in the OGD group,
DCX+/EdU+ double positive cell and axonal length in the catalpol
groups or VEGF group were increased significantly (Fig. 6c, d, g, h).
In addition, we also found the increased expression levels of
phosphorylated ribosomal protein S6 (p-S6) and BDNF in catalpol
groups (Supplementary Fig. S3). The expression of p-S6 is
significantly up-regulated in newborn neurons [40]. Therefore,
p-S6 is often deemed as indication of the neurons activity. BDNF is
also an important factor affecting neurological function. When 3D
NVU was exposed to the OGD environment, the expression levels
of p-S6 and BDNF were significantly decreased in 3D NVU;
however, compared with that in the OGD group, the up-regulated
expression levels of p-S6 and BDNF were detected in 3D NVU of
catalpol groups (Supplementary Fig. S3), which indicated the
multi-targets effects of catalpol in NVU protection.
We then performed permeability assays since the barrier

permeability has critical roles in homeostasis of NVU. After the 3D
NVU was exposed to OGD, the expression of tight junction protein
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Fig. 2 Catalpol protected vascular and neural component of NVU in the cortex near the infarcted area. a, f, g The numbers of vessels and
neurons in the cortex near the infarcted area were up-regulated in catalpol groups. b Vessel-astrocyte configuration near the infarcted area
was improved by catalpol. The catalpol groups showed a significant improvement in vessel-astrocyte spatial arrangement on day 14.
c Vascular morphology was protected by catalpol. Clearer vascular morphology and degradation recovery of basement membrane were
shown in catalpol groups. d, e, h The catalpol groups showed a significant recovery of neurons layout and increased axonal length on day 14.
Scale bar, 50 μm (b), 100 μm (a, c, d, e). The data are presented as the mean ± SD, n= 8, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 3 Both neurogenesis and angiogenesis were promoted by catalpol. a, c, d Neurogenesis in DG-SGZ and LV-SVZ was increased in
catalpol groups. The number of DCX+/EdU+ double positive cells was significantly increased in ischemia brain after catalpol treatment for
14 days. b, e Angiogenesis was promoted by catalpol in the cortex. CD31+/EdU+ positive endothelial cells were significantly increased on day
14. Scale Bar= 100 μm. The data are presented as the mean ± S.D., n= 8, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 4 VEGF-PI3K/AKT and VEGF-MEK1/2-ERK1/2 pathways were activated by catalpol in the brain of cerebral ischemic rats. a–h The
fluorescence intensity of VEGF, Paxillin, p-AKT, and p-ERK1/2 was significantly increased in catalpol groups. i–m The production of VEGF
downstream proteins was significantly up-regulated by catalpol on day 14. Scale bar, 100 μm (a, c, d) and 50 μm (b). The data are presented as
the mean ± S.D., n= 8, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 5 Catalpol improved damaged vessel-neuron-astrocyte configuration of OGD-exposed 3D NVU. a Schematic of the procedure of
in vitro experiments. b Primary BMECs exhibited CD31-positive immunostaining and primary NSCs exhibited SOX-2/NESTIN-positive
immunostaining. c The vessel-neuron-astrocyte configuration of OGD-exposed 3D NVU was improved by catalpol. Scale bar, 50 μm or 20 μm
(b), 100 μm (c).
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ZO-1 in OGD 3D NVU was significantly reduced compared with those
in CTRL 3D NVU; but the expression level of ZO-1 was significantly
increased in both VEGF and catalpol (25, 50, 100 μM) treated 3D NVU
(Fig. 6i, k). In ischemic stroke, the neurovascular coupling micro-
environment constructed by astrocytes will be destroyed. Compared
with that in the CTRL 3D NVU, the positive area of astrocytes in the
OGD-exposed 3D NVU was significantly reduced. However, the
positive area of astrocytes was enlarged by catalpol (50, 100 μM)
(Fig. 6j, l), but not VEGF, compared with the 3D NVU in OGD group.
Furthermore, the absorbance of sodium fluorescein was significantly
increased and the TEER values were significantly decreased in the
OGD-exposed 3D NVU, revealing the impaired barrier function. As
expected, the leakage rate of sodium fluorescein was decreased and
the TEER values were increased significantly in VEGF and catalpol
groups, respectively (Fig. 6m, n), which both indicated that the barrier
function of 3D NVU was improved by catalpol.

VEGF-PI3K/AKT and VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 signals were enhanced
by catalpol in the 3D NVU
We then asked whether VEGF signals were enhanced by catalpol
in 3D NVU, as same as in vivo. Similarly, the decreased production
of VEGF in the OGD-exposed 3D NVU was rescued by catalpol
(Fig. 7a–c). Immunostaining results also showed that the positive
area of Paxillin was decreased in the OGD group and was
increased in catalpol groups (Fig. 7d, e). We further tested the
expression of the VEGF downstream pathways related proteins.
The results showed that the expression levels of VEGF, p-VEGFR2/
VEGFR2, FAK, p-Paxillin/Paxillin, or the PI3K/AKT and MEK1/2/
ERK1/2 in the OGD-exposed 3D NVU were significantly decreased
or inhibited than that in the CTRL group. However, the expression
levels of the above proteins in 3D NVU were increased after
treatment with catalpol (Fig. 7f–j). These results demonstrated that
both VEGF-PI3K/AKT and -MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways were acti-
vated in 3D NVU of catalpol groups.

Catalpol protected vascular component of NVU by activating
VEGF-PI3K/AKT pathway
To further confirm that VEGF mediates the protective effects of
catalpol on vascular component through VEGF-PI3K/AKT activation,
3D NVU was incubated in the presence or absence of the VEGFR2
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, SU1498, or a broad-spectrum inhibitor of
PI3K, LY294002. Vascular-like structures protection of catalpol was
significantly inhibited by SU1498 and LY294002 (Fig. 8b, d), whereas
the expression of p-AKT was slightly reduced but not significantly,
between catalpol (50 μM) group and catalpol (50 μM)+SU1498
group (Fig. 8a, c, e, g). Moreover, the expression levels of the p-
VEGFR2/VEGFR2, FAK, and p-Paxillin/Paxillin were significantly
decreased in the presence of SU1498. Nevertheless, the expression
level of PI3K had also no significant changes between catalpol (50
μM) group and catalpol (50 μM)+SU1498 group (Fig. 8e–h). We then
used PI3K/AKT pathway inhibitor LY294002 to observe whether
catalpol activates PI3K/AKT pathway directly. The results showed
that the PI3K/AKT pathway was significantly inhibited in catalpol (50
μM)+LY294002 group. Intriguingly, the expression levels of VEGF
and p-VEGFR2/VEGFR2 in catalpol (50 μM)+LY294002 group were
also significantly decreased compared with those in the catalpol
group (Fig. 8i–k). Collectively, these findings suggested that catalpol
directly activated PI3K/AKT pathway to promote VEGF production
and then protected vascular structures of NVU by increasing FAK
and Paxillin and activating PI3K/AKT pathway.

Catalpol protected neural component of NVU by activating VEGF-
MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathway
In order to clarify whether the diffusible VEGF regulates the
neuroprotection of catalpol via MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways, SU1498,
or a selective MEK inhibitor, PD98059, was used. The expression of
p-ERK1/2 was significantly reduced, followed by the decreased
axonal length in 3D NVU after treatment with SU1498 or PD98059

(Fig. 9a–d), compared with those in single catalpol-treated 3D
NVU. In addition, the exression levels of VEGF downstream
proteins p-VEGFR2/VEGFR2, MEK1/2, and p-ERK1/2/ERK1/2 in the
catalpol (50 μM)+SU1498 or catalpol (50 μM)+PD98059 group
were reduced significantly, compared with those in single catalpol
(50 μM) treatment group (Fig. 9e–g). Taken together, these results
demonstrated that VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathway mediates the
neuroprotection of catalpol.

DISCUSSION
Neurovascular dysfunction is the central pathogenesis process of
most neurodegenerative diseases, including stroke and Alzhei-
mer’s disease [1]. NVU dysfunction leads to restriction of the
transmission of oxygen and nutrients, an impaired ability to
remove toxic compounds, and induces harmful molecules and
immune cell infiltration, or through the barrier, promotes the
neurovascular dysfunction and occurrence and development of
neurodegeneration. Both vascular damages and neuron dysfunc-
tion are main pathological hallmarks of ischemic stroke, including
reduced vessel density and neuron apoptosis or loss in ischemic
tissue, followed by hypo-oxygenation and neurological function
deficits [41]. For therapies of ischemic stroke, vascular component
protection and angiogenesis promotion is necessary for repairing
ischemic tissue and improving neurological function deficits;
neuroprotection and the recovery of neural component structure
and function are also critical for improving the prognosis of
ischemia. In summary, NVU plays its vital role in neurovascular
function repair during or after ischemic stroke, as the cell
preservation was forcefully supported by the homeostasis of the
NVU via an accurate regulation of neurotrophic factors and
subsequent signaling pathways. NVU also secrets a various
proteins to protect BBB from breakdown and to support its
functional recovery [12]. Therefore, it is a promising strategy to
combine vascular protection and neuroprotection to strengthen
the overall protection for NVU in ischemic stroke.
In the present study, the global protective effects of catalpol on

NVU were investigated from the perspectives of vascular and
neural component protection. We found that vascular structure
was more complete, vessels density and the dividing endothelial
cells (CD31+/EdU+) were increased in the infarction cortex of the
ischemic stroke rats after catalpol treatment for 14 days,
compared with that in MCAO rats. In addition, catalpol improved
the neuron morphology, promoted axon growth, and increased
DCX/EdU double positive cells. These results all indicated that
catalpol exhibits robust NVU protection for ischemic stroke rats:
catalpol alleviates the damages of the vascular and neural
component of NVU induced by the insufficient nutrients supply,
and maintains the vascular structure and neuronal morphology;
moreover, catalpol promotes angiogenesis and neurogenesis,
partly replenishes necrotic vessels and lost neurons, improves the
neurological function deficits, and reduces the infarction volume.
Hypoxic environment induces the dynamic expression of VEGF. It

is generally believed that VEGF expression is strongly induced in the
acute phase 1–3 h, peaked at 24–48 h, and significantly decreased in
recovery phase after ischemic stroke [42]. Consistent with that, the
VEGF expression in the brain of ischemic stroke rats was decreased
on day 14. With aspect to the detailed mechanisms of catalpol in the
process of NVU protection, both the results from rats and in vitro 3D
NVU indicated that catalpol protects NVU by promoting the
production of VEGF, which is dependent on PI3K/AKT pathways.
FAK and Paxillin play their important roles in cell migration and
angiogenesis, and PI3K/AKT signaling is also critical for endothelial
cell survival [24, 43, 44]. We provided evidences that VEGF was
increased by catalpol, then the binding of VEGF to VEGFR2 activated
the PI3K/AKT pathway and increased the production of FAK and
Paxillin to maintain endothelial cells activity, accelerate endothelial
cells migration, and promote angiogenesis. In addition, MEK1/2/
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Fig. 6 Catalpol promoted angiogenesis and neurogenesis and improved barrier function of OGD-exposed 3D NVU. a, e CD31+/EdU+

double positive cells were detected by immunostaining. The number of CD31+/EdU+ positive cells under OGD exposition was increased in
the catalpol groups. b, f Integrity of vascular-like structure in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was maintained by catalpol. c, g The number of DCX+/
EdU+ positive cells in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was increased in the catalpol groups. d, h Length of axon in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was
maintained in the catalpol groups. i, k Tight junction integrity of 3D NVU was observed by immunostaining. The expression of ZO-1 in OGD-
exposed 3D NVU was increased in the catalpol groups. j, l Astrocyte of 3D NVU was observed by immunostaining. The expression of GFAP in
OGD-exposed 3D NVU was increased in the catalpol groups. m Leakage of sodium fluorescein in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was alleviated in
the catalpol groups. n TEER values in OGD-exposed 3D NVU were increased by catalpol. Scale bar= 100 μm. The data are presented as the
mean ± S.D., n= 3, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 7 The VEGF-PI3K/AKT and -MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways were activated by catalpol. a, b VEGF in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was significantly
increased by catalpol, compared with those in OGD-exposed 3D NVU. c, VEGF released into medium was significantly increased by catalpol.
d, e The fluorescence intensity of Paxillin in catalpol-treated 3D NVU was significantly increased. f–j The VEGF pathways in 3D NVU were
activated by catalpol. Scale bar= 100 μm. Data are presented as the mean ± S.D., n= 3, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 8 Activation of VEGF-PI3K/AKT pathway in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was inhibited by SU1498 or LY294002. a, c Intensity of p-AKT was
decreased in catalpol (50 μM)+LY294002 group. b, d Vascular-like structure length was decreased in the presence of SU1498 or LY294002
groups. e–h Effects of SU1498 on the production of VEGF downstream proteins. i–k Activation effects of catalpol on the production of VEGF,
p-VEGFR2/VEGFR2, PI3K, and p-AKT/AKT were inhibited by LY294002. Scale bar= 50 μm. The data are presented as the mean ± S.D., n= 3,
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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Fig. 9 Activation of VEGF-MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathway in OGD-exposed 3D NVU was inhibited by SU1498 or PD98059. a, c Fluorescence
intensity of p-ERK1/2 was reduced by SU1498 or PD98059. b, d Axonal length was decreased in catalpol (50 μM)+SU1498 or catalpol (50 μM)
+PD98059 groups. e–g Promotion effects of catalpol on the production of p-VEGFR2/VEGFR2, MEK1/2, and p-ERK1/2/ERK1/2 were inhibited
by SU1498 or PD98059. Scale bar= 50 μm. The data are presented as the mean ± S.D., n= 3, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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ERK1/2 signals exhibit vital regulation effects in neuroprotection
[22, 45]. Our data showed that the binding of VEGF to VEGFR2 also
activated the MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathway, followed by increasing the
axonal length, maintaining neuronal activity, and promoting
neurogenesis. In addition, various doses of catalpol were set in this
study to find the optimal dose of catalpol. The results suggested that
catalpol at 5 and 10mg/kg in vivo and 50 and 100 μΜ in vitro
exhibited better therapeutic effects. The results also indicated that
the different doses we set were not the most suitable gradients as
the dose-dependent effects were not observed in all assays. Indeed,
we should make more precise gradient dosages and more catalpol
groups to find the optimal dose of catalpol in the treatment of
stroke rats in the following study. Also, we noticed that the same
dose of catalpol exhibited different effects on different indicators.
For example, catalpol (25 μM) had little effect on axon length but
maintain total vascular length of OGD-exposed 3D NVU (Fig. 6). In
this study, we found that PI3K/AKT and MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways
were activated by VEGF to mediate vascular protection and
neuroprotection, separately. Catalpol mediated the cross-talk of
PI3K/AKT and MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways through targeting VEGF to
protect NVU, nevertheless, catalpol also activated PI3K/AKT pathway
directly in 3D NVU (Fig. 8). Therefore, catalpol may play stronger
activation on PI3K/AKT pathway to protect vascular component of
NVU than its effects on MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathway, even at the same
dose. On this account, it is explicable that catalpol (25 μM) plays a
role in total vascular length promotion of OGD-exposed 3D NVU but
not on the axonal length.

CONCLUSIONS
Here, we provided robust evidences that catalpol protects NVU
from ischemic stroke by improving vascular and neuronal
morphology, maintaining barrier function, and promoting angio-
genesis and neurogenesis, then alleviates neurological deficits
and reduces infarction volume of ischemic rats. We proposed that
the primary and detailed mechanisms of NVU protection by
catalpol is dependent on PI3K/AKT to promote VEGF produc-
tion, which mediated NVU protection by increasing FAK and
Paxillin expression levels, and activating VEGF-PI3K/AKT and VEGF-
MEK1/2/ERK1/2 pathways, in a partly feedforward loop manner
(Fig. 10). Our findings also provide rationales for the clinic
application of catalpol as a promising agent for ischemic stroke.
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